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Data Integration for Cold Chain Efficiency
Save time, improve business efficiencies and increase productivity
utilizing the Electronic Data Integration (EDI) process of computerto-computer exchange of business documents. Oversight, Emerson’s
cloud-based cold chain system, supports EDI and seamlessly
integrates with many types of platforms, including Transportation
Management, Enterprise Resource Planning and Warehouse
Management Systems. Optimize your supply chain by integrating
real-time, actionable temperature and location data.
Data collected from GO Real-Time Trackers and Loggers automatically
syncs with your existing system, providing real-time critical shipment
monitoring information. Track all your shipment’s information from
one dashboard and easily distribute critical data and alerts. Power
your cold chain using Emerson Oversight EDI Integration.

Data Exchange Process

Fully automated sync process

Eliminate redundant data entry

Real-time alerts

Data available in one dashboard

24/7 Technical Support

FAQ’s
What is the integration process and how long does it take?
Simply fill out the Integration Request form located at Emerson.com/Cargo. When your integration
request is approved, we will provide a required Non-Disclosure Agreement. You will then be granted access
credentials for integration documentation and the test environment. The integration timeline will vary
between one to four weeks.

Do I have to pay the setup and annual fee to test the EDI integration?
No. We offer a complimentary testing phase. The setup and annual fees are due when you are ready to
proceed into the production environment.

What communication protocols are supported?
We support API and FTP/AS2 protocol communications. Data formats are provided in JSON or XML, respectively.

How often are the shipment status notifications received?
Shipment status frequency intervals are shared between 36 and 120 minutes. Sensor and location alerts are
distributed in real-time.
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